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for each Life Cycle rather than the number of members.
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Genogram Exercise brings community to together to tell story
and share history. Invites us to see ways that we have
created our cultural identity, continuity, meaning, and purpose
based on past history.
Story is a rich framework when used to “see” both the noble
qualities and the shadow qualities that are embedded in the
UOP consciousness and thus are the unconscious drivers of
our community.
Story impacts the communal journey – and with each
experience we add to it – the question is are we doing this
consciously or unconsciously from and old frame of
reference?
Seeing invites us to notice and observe that perhaps we have
been holding onto issues or old symptoms of missing pieces
or things against that were against us – that are no longer are
and never were.
The purpose of this event was to identify unresolved issues
associated with our ministry’s history and surface the shadow
dynamics underlying pain points (the church’s pain body)
within the community.
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KEY:

Transition Time: #1-10 – Rank (1 low)

Era – Years & Name of Leader for Era

Unresolved Issues – What remnants/excuses/problems
remained?

Attendance Range: #s attending during this Era
Accomplishments – Good that occurred
Sorry’s/Hurts – What didn’t work/went wrong?

Blessings to take forward – Energies, behaviors, conditions we
want to retain.
Genogram for Unity of Pasadena

Era /
Spiritual
Leader

Attendanc
e

Prouds / Accomplishments

1939 - 1949
various
founders

• Incorporated as Unity Society of Pasadena
(01/05/1939)
• Renovated a home on Michigan to meet

1949 - 1966
Max R.
Flickinger

• Sell house on Euclid & purchase property on E.
Washington Blvd.
• Congregation builds a church building
• 02/02/1964 consecration service for Unity Christ
Church, 836 Washington Blvd

Sorries / Hurts

Transition
#1-10

Unresolved Issues

Blessings to Take Forward

• Congregation builds church
building

1965 - 1967
Bill
Carpenter
1967 - 1970
Tom
Skalitzky
1970 - 1972
Paul Butler
1972 - 1977
Jeanette
Hedge
1978 - 1988
Ernest
Milleur

• 04/18/1986 name changed to Unity Church of
Pasadena
• City gives Del Mar property and money to erect
a new building
• Congregants loan money to continue
construction of new building
• 1987 3053 Del Mar Blvd. church building
dedicated

• City claims property for shopping center
• Meeting in rented facility on Allen Ave.
Attendance and income dwindle
• After new building dedicated Ernie Milleur
resigns

• Loss of church building due to
outside influences
• Minister left unexpectedly
• Financial struggles due to
reduced attendance and lack of
income

• Having a building of our own
• Willingness of congregation to
fund the church

Actions
Take
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Era /
Spiritual
Leader
1989 - 2012
Marilyn
Roth

Attendanc
e
50 -80

April 11, 2021

Era /
Spiritual
Leader
2013 - 2014.
Meghan
Smith

Prouds / Accomplishments

Attendance
25-35
1 service

25-35

Sorries / Hurts

• Charles Roth participates in ministry until his
• Near end we hired assistant pastor who served
transition in 1994
as admin. He had his following. He did 5th
Sunday and later 1 X a month.
• July 2000 mortgage (personal loan) paid off
• Marilyn Roth minister-centric ministry - felt she
• 2008 finances decreased.
was talking to me personally
•
• 2 services (9 am contemplative service / 1030
more contemporary service)
• Prayer Chaplains made prayer calls and prayed
with you after service if you desired
• Many classes - 1 per month
• Fall Faith in Action Program based on a book
with Sunday message and in-home study
groups focusing on same topic. Included
facilitators and discussion topics
• Children’s ministry
• Marilyn recruited volunteers 1on1
• Social and fund-raising activities
• High 80’s attendance
• Welcomed
• 2 services for awhile (early: 15-20 / later: 20-35)
• Marilyn brought people to a veryGenogram
deep level of Unity of Pasadena
during meditation and messages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2015
Denese
Schellink
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Prouds / Accomplishments

Sorries / Hurts

Meghan streamlined service following Unity trend
Informal cozy style
Banner of all religions (openness)
Welcomed warmly
More guest speakers including from other
religions
Ecumenical involvement / community outreach
Banner “Unity of Pasadena”
Brought in gong healer
Walking meditation during prayer chaplain training
Pointed out when consciousness shifts happened
Personal healing for her after son’s murder -- nice
to be there for her during that time

• Resistance to new music, no hymnals
• Associate thought he might take over. He was
resentful when did not get hired. Caused
dissension and split. Those he attracted, chose to
leave.
• Board discover financial decisions he made that we
unhelpful. Took a long time to recover from.
• Meghan’s involvement with choir.
• 6 months into ministry Meghan’s son was murdered.
Hit her really had.
• Her significant other spoke his views about UoP.
caused discomfort for board.
• Meghan established herself as difficult to work with
before the loss of her son.
• Let’s go back to Unity teachings without minister
living them.
• Some felt it was difficult to become involved.
• Hired minister who was in relationship with another
minister but not married.
• Left to be with minister husband.

• Interesting, funny, deep, fascination, lively truth
talks

• Would have liked her to stay as the senior minister
• Minster search process lost out on first choice and

Pg. 2

Transition
#1-10
5

Unresolved Issues
• Financial struggles
• “Personality of minister leads to
divisions in congregation

Blessings to Take Forward
• Mortgage retired / building is
completely paid for
• Deep connection to Spirit in
meditation
• Small groups create
community

Pg. 3

Transition
#1-10
2

Unresolved Issues

Blessings to Take Forward

• Lost the music we were comfortable • Celebrated the many paths to
with.
God—ecumenical involvement
• Associate minister left causing a
• Integrated Sunday Service
congregational split
• Financial issues; some caused by
poor leadership decisions
• Lack of opportunities for
congregation to participate in ministry
• Conflict between minister and board
• Minister left; abandoned

• Successful search process
•

Actions
Take

to be there for her during that time

UOP Genogram
April 11, 2021

Era /
Spiritual
Leader
20132015
- 2014.
Denese
Meghan
Schellink
Smith

Attendance
25-35
1 service

11 months
transitional
interim

•
•
•
••
••
•
•
••
•
•
•
•

April 11, 2021

2016 - 2020
Karen Epps

2015
Denese
Schellink
11 months
transitional
interim

25-45
30-35

25-35

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
••
•
••
••
••

•
•
•
•
•

• Meghan established herself as difficult to work with
before the loss of her son.
Report
• Let’s go back to Unity teachings without minister
living them.
Genogram of Unity
of felt
Pasadena
• Some
it was difficult to become involved.
• Hired minister who was in relationship with another
minister but not married.
• Left to be with minister
husband.
Prouds / Accomplishments
Sorries
/ Hurts

Interesting,
funny, deep,
fascination,
Meghan
streamlined
service
followinglively
Unitytruth
trend
talks
Informal
cozy style
Banner
of all
religions
Open door
policy
to get(openness)
acquainted
Welcomed
Very warm warmly
and light
More
guest
speakers
including from other
Offered
to pray
with people
religions
Loved the choir - did a lot with the choir
Ecumenical involvement / community outreach
Very
grounded
respected
Banner
“Unity ofand
Pasadena”

havetoliked
to stay
the senior minister
• Would
Resistance
newher
music,
no as
hymnals
• Minster
search
process
lost take
out on
firstHe
choice
Associate
thought
he might
over.
was and
then received
application
resentful
whenKaren
did notEpps’
get hired.
Caused
dissension and split. Those he attracted, chose to
leave.
• Board discover financial decisions he made that we
unhelpful. Took a long time to recover from.
• Meghan’s involvement with choir.
Brought in gong healer
• 6 months into ministry Meghan’s son was murdered.
Walking meditation during prayer chaplain training
Hit her really had.
Pointed out when consciousness shifts happened
Personal healing for her after son’s murder -- nice • Her significant other spoke his views about UoP.
caused discomfort for board.
to be there for her during that time
• Meghan
established herself as difficult to work with
Genogram of Unity
of Pasadena
before the loss of her son.
Denese Schellink and Marilyn Roth participate in
Finances
weretoaUnity
challenge.
Karen
worked
hard to
• Let’s
go back
teachings
without
minister
Karen’s induction as minister
bring finances
living
them. up.
Improved appearance of facility
Major donor
passed.
• Some
felt it was
difficult to become involved.
Property upkeep, parking
Took as
a priority
make
facility look good.
Some
• Hired
minister
whotowas
in relationship
with another
would notbut
have
that when finances were
minister
not done
married.
Sunday messages deep
down.
• Left
to be with minister husband.
Upbeat happy congregation
• When she came she said she would not change
Musicians and singers fantastic
anything for a year,. Within 2 weeks furniture and
Brought in books
series
Interesting,
funny,for
deep,
fascination, lively truth
• Would
liked her
stay
as the
minister
pictureshave
in parking
lot,togot
rained
onsenior
and ruined.
Bookstore and staff
talks
Felt shesearch
threw out
history.
• Minster
process
lost out on first choice and
Fellowship
- people stayed
Open
door room
policy-toluncheons
get acquainted
received
Epps’from
application
• then
She asked
for Karen
keys back
everyone.
around
Very warm and light
• Was going through money quickly.
Attractedtohigh
Offered
praylevel
with professionalism
people
• COVID
Fellowship
done
wellchoir
Loved the choir - exceptionally
did a lot with the
• Not sure we grasped how to grow a ministry; what it
Prayer
Chaplains
requires.
Very
grounded
andresponsibilities
respected increased
(meditation part of service and during week,
• Demanding, she had her purpose...minister centric.
newsletter)
• She gave the prayer chaplains a lot to do which
Very supportive
some felt was frustrating. She was snippy with us.
Social-media savvy - synopsis of Sunday
• She gave particular songs for choir that did not work
message
well for their style.
Live-stream virtual connection during COVID will
• Wished Karen would have come into hospitality
hopefully continue
more.
Appropriate boundaries vs dual relationships
• Felt abandoned
Worked really hard, put a lot of effort into it
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Transition
#1-10
2

Unresolved Issues

Blessings to Take Forward

Successful search
process
• Lost the music we were comfortable • Celebrated
the many
paths to
with.
• God—ecumenical involvement
• Associate minister left causing a
• Integrated Sunday Service
congregational split
• Financial issues; some caused by
poor leadership decisions
• Lack of opportunities for
congregation to participate in ministry
• Conflict between minister and board
• Minister left; abandoned

Pg. 4

10

• Lost our history
• Financial challenges
• Minister controlled ministry and
directed purpose
• Minister abandoned us
• Lost community connection (COVID)
• Stagnate attendance levels

• Deep Truth Talks
• Welcoming, repaired building
• Strong professional music
program
• Prayer Chaplains participating in
Sunday service
• Started live-streaming
• Successful search process
•

Common Threads
Unresolved Issues:
• loss of community
connection
• minister left us
• nancial challenges
• stagnate attendance
• lack of opportunity to
participate
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Blessings:
• deep Truth Talks
welcoming/beautiful
building
• strong music program
• Prayer Chaplains
participation
• deep connection to
Spirit in meditation

Unresolved Issues:
• Loss of community connection
• Minister left us
• Financial challenges
• Stagnate attendance
• Lack of opportunity to participate
Blessings to Take Forward:
• Deep Truth Talks
• Welcoming/beautiful building
• Strong music program
• Prayer Chaplains participation
• Deep connection to Spirit in meditations

ff

What if … Unresolved Issues aren’t about what we think they
are but instead have arisen to teach us about the energy that
wants to be aligned with spiritual principle and a clear vision
and mission? Both the Unresolved Issues and the Blessing
point us toward the energy of creating from that which is living
in the consciousness of Unity of Pasadena!

ff

fi

UOP Genogram Report

Creating Community

Teaching Truth

Living Love

Serving Spirit

Together,
we stand
on our
Core
Values

We make the choice to consciously reconnect to the values
established as integral to this congregation. We can then
observe that the behaviors and outcomes our sorries and our
unresolved issues would have been di erent if this ministry
had been living fully into those values. And we know going
forward that we can choose di erently.

Unity of Pasadena takes both the unresolved
issues that embody our collective shadow as
well as the blessings that embody our collective
noble qualities into the future. If we do this
mindfully, we can choose to live from our
collective Q Card.

UOP Genogram Report

Unity of
Pasadena
Shadow
Card
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Lack

Rejected

Blaming

Less Than

Not Enough

Victim

How does our shadow show up?
For instance, the sense of not enough in a ministry manifests
as nancial insu ciency, but also as decline: decline in small
groups, fellowship activities, youth and young adult ministry,
inreach and outreach, sta cuts, and Sunday attendance.

fi

fi

fi

fl

ff

fi

ffi

fi

fi

Victim can also be a huge historical issue and can show up in
the areas of:
The Minister(s) will: leave us, hurt us, control us, deceive us, or
take advantage of us.
The Board will: not include us, not protect us, not trust us, not
tell us the truth.
Unity Worldwide Ministries will: not support us and favors
ministers rst.
The Community will: not step up, will not support the ministry,
does not engage spiritual practice.
These beliefs are not held by everyone, but those that do have
them have good reason. The important issue is whether or not
those that have these beliefs have the support and resources
to work through them. What is helpful in this regard is
acknowledging that these beliefs, if unchecked continue to
impact the well-being of the ministry and the community. What
is also helpful is linking the what we do to expressing the
ministry’s Q Card qualities. This can lead to pattern-shattering
new behaviors (authentic action).

Unity of
Pasadena
Noble
Qualities

Loving

Unique

Inclusive

Competent

Creative

Spiritual

Generous

Making explicit the ministry’s shadow and the conditions that
were experienced underlying its genesis helps the community
come to terms with its past. But even better, is discovering
that it is one way of understanding the hidden curriculum that
is a part of the spiritual journey.
What is also helpful is linking the process of integration to the
expression of the ministry’s Q Card qualities that can lead to
pattern-shattering new behaviors. We can take authentic
action and evolve.
In order to break the cycle of reliving the patterns and limiting
beliefs that comprise the ministry’s pain body, we needed to
shift the context of the minister’s in uence in the living
system–moving from the dynamic of the minister(s) as being
the centrism or “parent” unto the congregation, to making the
mission or purpose of the ministry de ne the ministry’s
identity. In other words, the role of the minister shifts from
being perceived as the system’s primary caregiver, way
shower, guru, or the center of attention, to being a partner and
coach in the broader context of the ministry ful lling its
purpose.
Henceforth eras will no longer be de ned by a minister’s
tenure, but by the speci c mission of the ministry. The
legacy that gets created is associated with the community’s
capacity to be true to their intentions of living the mission.
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Together as a spiritual community growing
in our emotional and spiritual maturity, we
declare:
“Please have compassion for us when
we are being lack, not enough, rejected,
blaming, less than, or victim,
because THIS is who we have come here
to be:
Loving, Unique, Inclusive, Generous,
Creative, Competent and Spiritual!

Take-a-ways
hoʻoponopono prayer:
I am sorry. Please forgive me.
Thank you. I love you.

Lack

Rejected

Blaming

Less Than

Not Enough

Victim

Loving

Unique

Inclusive

Generous

Creative

Competent

Spiritual

We free ourselves and start a new story when we willingly
acknowledge our shadow and a rm our noble qualities.
Shadow Card:
Lac

Not Enough

Rejecte

Blaming

Less Tha

Victim

Q Card:
Lovin

Unique

Inclusiv

Generous

Creativ

Competent

ffi
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Spiritual

Our work now is to mindfully take ownership of the church’s
shadow, and add the powerful hoʻoponopono prayer: I am
sorry. Please forgive me. Thank you. I love you.

